Marlowe seeking seat on Lower Township Council

By JACK FICTOR
Cape May Star and News

COLD SPRING — Democrat Chris "Kit" Marlowe is making his third run for a Lower Township Council seat in the Third Ward. He is running against Republican incumbent Roland Roy, who did not respond to requests for an interview from the Star and Wave.

Marlowe said he is running at a time when Lower Township Democrats.

In 2015, he retired as a safety manager for a civil engineering company. He said he moved to Lower Township, which he described as a "quiet town where people go to retire."

"I think that people need a choice, and that choice should lead to greater transparency in township government," Marlowe said.

He said he was disappoint ed by how often decisions were made behind closed doors and under administration and under Mayor Frank Sappel it’s even "more silent."

"I have a problem with how the town is making decisions," Marlowe said.

He said he has concerns about the slowness of the sewer installation project in Erma. Marlowe said houses are standing empty because they can’t be replaced because the property does not meet square footage requirements. Regarding cannabis dis pensaries, which council members don’t want to have in Lower Township, he said he was in favor of persons spending their whole lives trying to drive stoned but he found it interesting that the people who were buying alcohol but nor near Marlowe Townsend enjoys enough his revenue. Dimitr 6011 "It seems to me Lower Township enjoys enough tax revenue. Dimitr more silent."
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